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Make our very own liquid soaps and body products correct in your kitchen.ll soon be
experimenting with your preferred oils and additives as you craft custom-made products that
are kind to your nose and gentle on your skin. You’ Step-by-step guidelines teach you how
exactly to turn basic elements like cocoa butter, lanolin, and jojoba into sweet-smelling liquid
soaps. Catherine Failor demonstrates how to make use of her simple double-boiler technique to
create luxurious shower gels, revitalizing shampoos, energizing body scrubs, plus much more.
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 That's certainly not going to stop me from making lots more liquid soap though. We was pretty
disappointed with this purchase after reading so many reviews that are positive and
suggestions. There are several recipes, however they don't provide information about
superfatting levels. 1. Most regarding was the section on fragrance and important oils.... There
exists a lot of good stuff to understand in here though Confusing layout that's hard to follow I
have made liquid soaps for awhile today and was hoping to branch off into shower gels and
bubbles baths that book was supposed to help me with. Have got the crockpot on high and
combine ingredients according to the directions. this misinformation caused me to question all
of those other book's validity. Was good, but I recommend youtube more I was expecting a
world of special information, but there aren't very many techniques or dishes in here that We
had originally thought. The info is just everywhere, I was heading between chapters trying to
find all the info merely to make a basic soap recipe. Lots of information I go through this book
three times before braving my first batch of liquid soap. Very helpful. Ta da! I am not trying to
end up being sarcastic, I am genuinely curious, as a comparatively fresh soap maker, with this
getting the first time using this lye. I ended up using essential olive oil, and utilized the chart to
calculate the quantity of lye.One more thing that was a bit confusing was the dilution process.
It seemed a little bit vague, and still left me very unsure concerning how much drinking water I
should add. My combination was very solid with the amount I thought I was supposed to add,
therefore I finished up slowly adding more until it was the viscosity I wanted. I cant fault the
author for this vagueness though, because upon researching online, there's the general
consensus, that every batch, based on what oils are used is going to need vastly different
dilution quantities, and different timing for the paste to make down.From a newbie's
perspective, I discovered a lot out of this publication, and definitely her procedure could be
followed with an effective result, If one can tap into their good sense, but I wouldnt recommend
this reserve to fellow junior soaper. It wouldnt have appeared therefore intimidating then. I wish
tho, that she had worded it in that way, and added that some items can only be discovered
from one's practical experience. Dogs do NOT have the same epidermis needs as human
beings and extreme care should be used in adding essential oils to any animal item. I just dont
think I've enough experience it wrap my head around everything yet.lots of recipes on wide
types, but content's precision questionable. I'm hooked! that can be done it! It says in the
publication that the alcohol technique is simpler than paste because there is small stirring but
We disagree.Another reviewer mentions it can help to have made cold process prior to using
the methods in this book. This method is all over the net. The publication labels many fragrance
oils as essential natural oils that do not exist. Take it to a pudding-like consistency w/ your stick
blender (takes minutes only) then allow it make on lowest heat for approximately two hours.
Provide it an occasional stir as you walk recent. After two hours turn off the crockpot and let it
sit over night. I'm fine with doing that, and theres a chart in the reserve supplying the values for
each oil, but then how did she have a ready calculated amount of KOH for the recipe? That is
my just complaint about the publication. The alcohol method retains you on your own toes for
two hours (you're not likely to leave something extremely flammable unattended on a stove top!
It had been very confusing and intensely frustrating trying to make soap that ended up down
the drain. Produce the paste in a crockpot rather than a double boiler. I agree. All the details
you need can be in the publication but sometimes you need to dig for it because it's not often
located in the spot you think makes sense. Paste w/ little work. Great notes but there seems to
be info missing We've followed a couple dishes in here and for reasons uknown our soap keeps
separating into 3 layers. We have bar soap down (not like it's that hard tho lol) but for some



reason this cooks up fine and we think we got an excellent batch then following a day or so it
it totally layered :-/ also to add insult to injury we cannot find anywhere why this is happening
or what to do to stop it from happening. Today we have been trying to wreck havoc on
recipe but possess liquid soap you need to shake before using lol - nonetheless it works other
than that. Would have had another star if they had a troubleshooting section or common
issues Necessary reading, but as an ongoing education. CHALLENGING to Understand I'm sure
that Catherine Failor understands everything there is to learn about producing Liquid Soap,
but she lacks a little in getting it down in printing so the novice can understand what to
accomplish. However, why Failor runs on the lye surplus is beyond me. I've been making liquid
soap with meals quality KOH (90% Pure) and no lye surplus. I'd recommend Jackie Thompson's
book. Love the book Great step-by-step book if you want to DIY not worth to get Nothing you
can't look for on the internet for free.many commonly known errors on the subject of essential
throughout. I found none of the quality recipes to end up being helpful since they don't give
info on superfat, and I had not been able to verify using soapcalc as I always perform with
any recipe. It's fine for the beginning soap maker, but I've pointed out that going through the
youtubes may have more help as well as video tutorials. The techniques lacked info that was
within earlier or later on chapters.). 2. I don't trust anyone who says to preserve with vit E oil or
Rosemary extracts - as theses ARE NOT preservatives and should under no circumstances be
used as you. 3. I also didn't trust the section on shampoos and pets. Shampoos have to be a
lower ph than regular soap. I think If I come back in a year, with a lot more batches under my
belt , and re-read this reserve, its going to make SO much more sense. I have been making
bath and body items for 4 years and there is no way I would consider myself well versed more
than enough in EO to increase an animal product as they are highly sensitive to them. 4. She
states that at the end of the cook to test for fatty acids, and the mixture should be milky but
not too milky - no pics to greatly help see the difference in the very subjective statements.
Great book for anybody learning to produce liquid soaps. Would have liked to have more of
the author's lessons learned and detailed recipes for tests solutions and additives if the author
has experience with them. Once the cook is performed, the soap is definitely usable. This is an
excellent guide to get one started making liquid soap Liked the detailed description of the
technical actions of soap making. Producing liquid soap is not an easy process in the first
place and this reserve didn't make the procedure any clearer. You don't need to neutralize.
Five Stars I used it as a gift and that person loves it. Five Stars Well written and you will tell the
author is passionate about what was written. It went pretty well, aside from the "add oil of your
decision" in the recipe.
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